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Abstract: The Industrial Disputes (Amendment) Bill, 2009 was introduced in the Rajya Sabha on 26th February, 2009. The bill seeks to amend a few provision of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. Industrial Disputes and their settlement have been provided in Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. The Act defines the relevant terms and also defines the Industrial Dispute, Industry and the mechanism of the settlement of dispute. Now we will study different dimensions in detail for managerial perspective. The study of Industrial Dispute prevention involves the study of determining the types of disputes and their causes along with the settlement and prevention of disputes in Management. What is the management attitude towards labour? An exploratory study to use in this paper for industrial dispute act and its impact on industrial development for analysis of different dimensions of this topic and the research paper based on secondary data sources. Finally study gives the suggestions and conclusion about how to prevent the industrial dispute.
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